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MotivationMotivation

� No natural word boundaries in Chinese and 
Japanese: need to determine the index unit 
first.

Using word segmentation

Cutting sentence into n-grams

� Both types of indexes have been used in 

monolingual IR

� Question: How do they compare as translation 

units in CLIR?
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LM approach for monolingual IR and 

CLIR
Using different index units

� Interpolating B and U is the best for Chinese and 

Japanese. But, BU and B are better for Korean

English to Chinese CLIR result on NTCIR 3/4/5 Conclusion

� N-grams produce results comparable to the average 

results of NTCIR6 in Chinese, Japanese and 

Korean.

� For Chinese
N-grams are generally as effective as words for 

monolingual IR.

For Cross-language IR, n-grams approaches can be 

even better than dictionary-based word translation

� N-grams can be interesting alternative indexing and 

translation units to words.

� Worth further investigations.

� Segmentation Ambiguity: 
“发展中国家” �

发展中(developing)/国家(country)

发展(development)/中(middle)/国家(country)

发展(development)/中国(China)/家(family)

� Different words may have the same or related 

meaning, especially when they share common 

characters.

办公室(office)  ↔办公楼(office building)

Problems of word segmentation in 

information retrieval
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0.3B+0.7UBUWBU

�Using bigrams and unigrams as translation units seems 

a reasonable alternative to words. 

�Combinations of bigrams and unigrams usually produce 

higher effectiveness.
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history / and / civilization 

|| 历史/史文/文明

…

TM (word-to-bigram):
p(历史|history)

p(史文|history)

p(文明|history)

GIZA++ training

.4678.3892.3945.3287.2970.2623K-K-D

.4644.3833.4130.3460.3939.3332K-K-T
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.3141.2269.3303.2330.3022.2139C-C-T
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Average MAP of 

all NTCIR6 runs

RALI with 

pseudo feedback

RALI without 

pseudo feedbackRun-id N-gram approach 

is comparable to 

the average 

results of NTCIR6 

W (Word): Sentences are segmented into words.

U (Unigram): Sentences are cut into single characters.

B (Bigram): Sentences are cut into overlapping bigrams of 

characters.

WU (Word and Unigram): Sentences are segmented into 

both words and single characters.

BU (Bigram and Unigram): Sentences are cut into both 

overlapping character bigrams and single characters.

B+U: Interpolating Bigram(B) and Unigram(U)
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history / and / civilization 

|| 历/史/文/明

…

TM (word-to-unigram):
p(历|history)

p(史|history)

p(文|history)

GIZA++ training

…
  …

Using different translation units
Translate English Words to Chinese Words(W), Unigrams(U), 
Bigrams(B), or Bigrams&Unigrams(BU).
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KL-divergence between query language model and 

document language model
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LM For CLIR:

• The English-Chinese 

parallel corpus is 

mined from 6 websites: 

United Nations, Hong 

Kong, Taiwan, and 

Mainland China 

• About 4,000 pairs of 

pages

• 281,000 parallel 

sentence pairs
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Smoothing

Maximum Likelihood Estimation


